
Errata—August, 2021 

New entries are in green. 
 
 
Quick Play Guide: 
 
Replace the rules for the Smokescreen order with the following: 

 
Smoke Screen 
After this ship moves, place a smoke marker at the rear end of this ship’s sea zone template. Place a second smoke 

marker behind the first. Try to place the second marker along the path of your ship’s movement as best as you can. 

During the gunnery phase, when any player is determining line of sight between ships, if line of sight passes through 

or touches a smoke marker then the target ship is obstructed. 

After a ship with smoke markers moves, if it doesn’t have a face up Smoke Screen order, remove all of its smoke 

markers. 

Mission Book: 

Silhouette: (Zone)(Turns: x) 

The example given is incorrect. Your large and medium ships will actually be hit on a 5, not a 6. 

Ship Cards: 

The size for the ships of the Royal Navy’s Lord Nelson Class should be ‘M’. It was already 

pointed for this size, this error was a typo. Corrected cards have been attached to this document. 

The initial release of ship cards for Three Crowns included some errors. The name of the Pitts-

burgh class was misspelled, as was the name of USS Pittsburgh itself. Additionally, there was a 

typo on the cards for the Kingdom of Italy and the Austro-Hungarian Empire. 

These files were updated on Google Drive on May 6,2021. If you downloaded your copy after this 

date then you already have the correct cards. If you did not, your link from the Kickstarter can be 

used to download them. 

Sea Zone Templates 

The initial release of Three Crowns also omitted the sea zone templates for the Pittsburgh class. 

Like the updated ship cards, these were added to our files on Google Drive on May 6, 2021. 

 

Updates and new corrections to cards and templates can be found on the following pages... 
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